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Air Fryer LEACCO  AF018

LEACCO 5.5L 1200W non-fat fryer AF018
The LEACCO AF018 greaseless  fryer  is  the  perfect  solution  for  healthy  cooking enthusiasts.  Offering  a  large  capacity  of  5.5  liters  and
1200W of  power,  the device  provides  not  only  efficiency,  but  also  versatility  in  preparing your  favorite  dishes.  Equipped with  modern
technologies, such as 3D hot air circulation and 360° view, it guarantees excellent results with minimal use of fat. In addition, its ease of
cleaning and intuitive operation make it ideal for any kitchen.
 
3D hot air circulation
The LEACCO AF018 fryer features 3D hot air circulation technology. This allows food to cook evenly, ensuring crispness on the outside
while keeping the inside tender. This feature makes each dish not only tasty, but also healthy, reducing the need for extra fat.
 
Transparency and control
With the 360° view feature, users can view the dish from all sides without having to open the appliance. This not only makes it easier to
monitor the cooking process, but also prevents heat loss, which is crucial for optimal results.
 
Ease of cleaning and safety
The basket, made of borosilicate glass, is not only food safe, but also easy to clean. Dishwasher-safe and a non-slip, stable base further
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add to the convenience of the fryer.
 
Pre-set programs and DIY mode
The LEACCO AF018 fryer  offers  six  pre-programmed modes for  different  types  of  food,  including shrimp,  steaks,  fries,  wings,  fish  and
more. The device also offers a manual (DIY) mode for individual preferences. This allows you to experiment with different recipes, while
guaranteeing easy and intuitive operation.
 
Innovative design and functionality
The device is distinguished by its modern design and intuitive keys for operation, making it easy to use the various functions. The special
design of the baking grate and the heat-resistant basket handle provide additional functionality and safety during use.
 
 
ManufacturerLEACCOModelAF018ColorBlackCapacity5.5LDimensions297  x  284  x  365mmTemperature  range40°-200°Time
range1-60minPower1200W

Price:

Before: € 90.5034

Now: € 83.00
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